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1 Executive Summary
This deliverable aims at offering an inspection solution to any user of the E-DYCE method. This
inspection form should allow the expert user to add a building to the E-DYCE method. In addition, some
monitoring solutions will be explored and classified depending on different factors (measured KPI,
frequency and spatial resolution)
Its filling might be tedious, but there is a need for a centralisation of the building information. The
correct filling of the sheet allows for precision in the simulations. It allows the good introduction of the
building in the E-DYCE platform.
The inspection sheet allows a standard EPC calculation, an adapted conditions EPC calculation and a
description of the zones for dynamic simulation (see D3.5 and simplification model for zones definition).
Link to the Building inspection sheet

2 Context
Currently, only static Energy Performance Certifications (EPC) are performed in the EU countries as an
assessment of the building’s energy needs. It has been observed that a great part of the buildings are
showing a performance gap. The performance gap is defined as the difference between the real and
theoretical consumptions of a building. The theoretical consumption is given by the static EPC. This
doesn’t allow for dynamic behaviours to be considered in the calculation. To perform a dynamic
assessment of the energy needs of a building, additional parameters must be defined. This inspection
sheet will allow an expert to fill the needed parameters in the given excel sheet, to build a static model
as well as a dynamic one. It is the first step of the introduction of a building in the E-DYCE process.
The E-DYCE method aims at anticipating and eliminating the performance gap for renovated and new
buildings. The inspection allows to build a numerical model and analyse its potential for renovation. This
report and the building inspection sheet offer a solution for the building inspection.

2.1

Objectives

Multiple simulations must be performed with the building model to accurately identify the reasons for a
performance gap. First, a static simulation with the national standard is mandatory, in order to give the
energy performance certification (EPC). This simulation result is the one from which a performance gap
is usually computed. It is the reference for theoretical energy consumption.
The second calculation is a static one with adapted parameters such as the indoor temperature, the
window solar protection percentage, the heating efficiency and the DHW production efficiency. This
gives a range of possible causes of consumption drift.
A third and fourth calculations must be computed according to the E-DYCE method. Both are dynamic
simulations. The third is a dynamic simulation of the building and some zones (the needed zones will be
described in further deliverables – D3.5) with the EU standard. Finally, the fourth calculation is dynamic,
with the same zoning as the third but with adapted parameters. Some of these adapted parameters will
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be the same as the second calculation, but additional ones (dynamic ones) will either be taken from
national standards or the inspection or the monitoring.
Table 1 : Different calculation steps

N°

Title
of Static/
calculation
Dynamic

Standard

Where to take parameters

Zoning

1

Static EPC – Static
Standard

National

Standard

Building

2

Static EPC – Static
actual

Adapted

Inspection/monitoring

Building

3

DEPC
Standard

– Dynamic

EU

EN 16798

Specific
(output D3.5)

4

DEPC
Adapted

– Dynamic

Adapted

Same as 2 + National standard or
inspection/monitoring for dynamic

Specific
(output D3.5)

The building inspection sheet contains all the necessary information for the calculation of a standard
EPC, as all the envelope’s elements are listed. In addition, several sheets contain dynamic parameters
that either must be filled by the inspector or read from the EU standard. This allows all four calculations
to be performed with one inspection sheet.
Additional elements must be inspected in order to perform a dynamic simulation of the building. If some
of the elements cannot be identified through the inspection, these data may be retrieved from the EU
standard.
The objective of the inspection sheet is to guide the user of the E-DYCE method to build the four
simulation models mentioned above to finally identify the reasons for the performance gap.

3 Building Inspection sheet
The inspection sheet is an excel spreadsheet. It contains multiple sheets describing different elements of
the building, its surfaces and zones. Each sheet is described in the following sub-sections.

3.1

Instruction of use

The table is designed to be filled during and after an inspection of the building. There are very few
optional parameters, except in the zone dynamic sheet (sheet number 5). All the parameters must be
filled in order to get a complete building model for both static and dynamic EPC. Link to the building
inspection sheet
3.1.1 Sheet 1: General Information
This sheet gathers all the administrative information about the building and inspection. It is meant to
collect the general information about the building (address, owner, etc…) and the expert.
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Figure 1 : Screenshot of Sheet 1 : General information

3.1.2 Sheet 2: Building’s assignment
This sheet defines the category of use of the building. There are 3 columns for a possibility of 3 different
assignments for the building use. The first assignment is the main one. Each building’s assignment must
be filled with its own floor surface. The total building surface is computed on the right of the table. The
possible assignments for the E-DYCE project are:
Table 2 : Possible assignments

Assignment
Collective Housing
Individual Housing
Administration
Office
School
The second table of the sheet allows modifying the standard conditions of use for each assignment. This
is destined for the calculation step N°2 (static EPC with adapted conditions).
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Figure 2 : Screenshot of Sheet 2: Building’s assignment

3.1.3 Sheet 3: Global surfaces
This sheet aims at giving an overview of the building’s floor surface area for the different categories. It
allows for a good intuitive understanding of the building’s site.
The cells to fill are underlined in light orange. Other cells (light green) are computed automatically from
the inputs.

Figure 3: Screenshot of Sheet 3: Global surfaces

3.1.4 Sheet 4: Energy surfaces and envelope
This sheet aims at giving an overview of the floor and envelope surfaces useful for the energy
consumption calculation. Again, only the light orange cells are to be filled (in the energy reference
surface table). The cells in light green in the envelope surfaces tables are automatically computed from
the inputs in sheets 8-11.
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Figure 4: Screenshot of Sheet 4: Energy surfaces and envelope

This allows for a general understanding of the building’s conditioned spaces (energy envelope and
surface area). With this sheet only, a simplistic (static) version of the building model can be built.
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3.1.5 Sheet 5: Zones dynamic
This sheet gathers the information needed for the basic dynamic simulation of the described zone.

Figure 5: Screenshot of part of Sheet 5: Zones dynamic. Two different zones are described: an apartment and a
staircase

At the top of the sheet (C2), we can see the building’s assignment which is taken from Sheet 2. The
actual assignment of the zone can be selected in the line below (C3) if modification is needed. For the
SIA 2024 (Swiss standard for dynamic simulations), the zone type must be chosen in the list in the cell
below (C4). European standard (EN16798) doesn’t require zone type specification.
The template chosen is a list coming from the Swiss standard SIA 2024 describing the dynamic
simulation of building. Several lines were added to introduce the EN 16798 standard values. Both values
can be found under two different columns (EN 16798 and SIA 2024 columns). A third column allows the
inspector to enter values specific to the building. The values entered in the third column can come from
observations during the visit or monitoring data. They are of interest for the 4th step of simulation (i.e.
DEPC adapted).
Column values are found in the tables at the end of the excel sheets. This explains the restriction for
buildings assignment and room type selection.
New zones can be described by copy-pasting the first columns (A-H) and adding them on the right side
(See Figure 5). This can be done as much as desired to describe each desired zone in the building. Each
zone can be described individually
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3.1.6 Sheet 6: Zones description
This sheet is dedicated to the description of the zone’s envelope and its constructions. This would allow
building a model in the dynamic simulation tool. Constructions and geometry play an important role in
the dynamic tools and this sheet aims at fulfilling this need. A built-in catalogue of typical constructions
is given in this form to aid the inspector.

Figure 6: Screenshot of Sheet 6: Zones description

If the construction of a wall, roof of floor is uncertain, the type can be described (typically light,
intermediate or heavy construction). If a specific type is selected, the green cells will be filled
automatically. Thickness should always be filled by the inspector. The standard constructions are similar
to the ones used in the Dial+ software.
If the construction is not “standard” (not fitting the available options), 4 lines (others 1 to 4, See Figure
6) are available to describe each layer present in the construction with the required characteristics.
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3.1.7 Sheet 7: Monitoring
This sheet refers to the description of the monitoring solutions available on site. This sheet is concise in
order to gather the essential information. Additional descriptions can be added if necessary.

Figure 7: Screenshot of Sheet 7: Monitoring

3.1.8 Sheet 8: Roof and ceilings
This sheet is dedicated to report all the envelope’s roofs and ceilings. The first table (lines 5-8) allows
writing a general description and observations about the category on envelope elements. It is designed
for reading purposes but is not mandatory for the inspection and introduction on the E-DYCE platform.

Figure 8: Screenshot of Sheet 8: Roof and ceilings

Each column must be filled for each roof/ceiling element of the envelope. If information is missing, the
cell will appear in yellow.
3.1.9 Sheet 9: Walls
Same as sheet 8 but for the envelope walls.
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Figure 9: Screenshot of Sheet 9: Walls

3.1.10 Sheet 10: Windows and doors
As windows and doors are necessary for the energy models of the buildings, in this sheet are listed all
envelope’s openings. They must be linked with their respective walls or roof using the ‘Included in’
Column. Use the walls or roof abbreviations for this purpose (see column L in Figure 10).

Figure 10: Screenshot of Sheet 10: Windows and doors
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3.1.11 Sheet 11: Floors and basements
Similarly, as in sheets 8 and 9, in this sheet, information related to the envelope’s floors must be filled in
the sheet. General description in the lines 5-8 and listing from line 11 (see Figure 11).

Figure 11: Screenshot of Sheet 11: Floors and basements

3.1.12 Sheet 12: Thermal bridges
The thermal bridges of the building envelope can be listed here. The abbreviations must be
differentiated between punctual thermal bridges (TBp) and linear thermal bridges (TBl).

Figure 12: Screenshot of Sheet 12: Thermal bridges
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3.1.13 Sheet 13: Heating means
This sheet is designed to list the different heating means present in the building. Important parameters
are the efficiency of heating and DHW production.
Each heat producer should be described in this table, even if they are only meant for DHW (electric
boiler, for example).

Figure 13: Screenshot of Sheet 13: Heating means

3.1.14 Sheet 14: Annual heat consumption
This sheet allows entering the annual consumption for heating. Each known consumption can be
entered in the table. The two “proportion” columns (E and F , see Figure 14) are there to know the
distribution between space heating and DHW for each entry.

Figure 14: Screenshot of Sheet 14: Annual heat consumption

3.1.15 Sheet 15: Heating distribution
This sheet allows describing the heating distribution means. It can be linked to the heating means in the
columns F-I by indicating the percentage of covering by the specific mean. Each heating mean is
represented by its abbreviation (HM-1, HM-2, etc…). The table isn’t dynamically showing the available
heating means, therefore the user should report to the “Sheet 13 : Heating means” to remember the
abbreviation of each entered heating mean.

Figure 15: Screenshot of Sheet 15: Heating distribution
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3.1.16 Sheet 16: DHW distribution
This sheet is the same as the 15 but for the DHW distribution. The link to the heating means is like Sheet
15.

Figure 16: Screenshot of Sheet 16: DHW distribution

3.1.17 Sheet 17: Lighting
This sheet allows entering the lighting type and the power generated from their use (from the column
“Quality”).

Figure 17: Screenshot of Sheet 17: Lighting

3.1.18 Sheet 18: Ventilation
This sheet allows entering the different ventilation types used in the building. Important information is
the fresh air flow rate.

Figure 18: Screenshot of Sheet 18: Ventilation
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3.1.19 Sheet 19: Annual electricity use
This sheet allows reporting the annual electric consumption of the building.

Figure 19: Screenshot of Sheet 19: Annual electricity use

3.1.20 Appendix: Plan
Here the user can upload the building’s plan.
3.1.21 Appendix: Quick energy check
This sheet gives typical constructions and typologies for building. It can be used for a quick energy
assessment of a building.
3.1.22 Catalogue: SIA 2024 schedules
This sheet gives different schedules of occupancy and device power use for different room types. It is a
table with different zones type for lines as columns represent occupancy and device power use level at
each hour of the day. The main zones of interest would be “1.1 Apartment”, “3.1 Individual or collective
office” and “4.1 Classroom”. However, a finer definition of the zone model could push a user to describe
different zones, “12.3 Stairwell” for example.
3.1.23 Catalogue: SIA 2024 Standard
Here are gathered the standard values from SIA 2024 (Switzerland) for the dynamic simulations. It is
from this table that the values are taken in “Sheet 5: Zones Dynamic”. The important values are
therefore found in the Sheet 5. This catalogue is there for consultation and possible future modification
if standards evolve.
3.1.24 Catalogue: EN16798
Here are gathered the standard values for EN 16798. Values in Sheet 5: Zones Dynamic are taken from
here. Schedules are also available for different building uses. The schedules are here described by
building assignments and not by zones assignment. It is less precise than the Swiss standards.
3.1.25 Catalogue: Constructions
Here are listed some typical materials used in the constructions in “Sheet 6: Zones Description”. The
characteristics of the materials are the same as in DIAL+.
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3.1.26 Catalogue: Lists
Here are all the lists used for validation in the Excel spreadsheet.

4 Monitoring Plan
Monitoring a building is essential to detect a performance gap. The monitoring can take multiple forms,
going from reading the heating bills to installing sensors in each apartment. The monitoring will help
identifying which KPI is drifting, causing the performance gap, and help the decision making about the
possible actions.
In the E-DYCE project, we identified four classes of KPI’s that need to be assessed. They are:
•

Energy operation

•

Energy signature

•

Comfort/quality

•

Free-running operation

The 4 classes are linked by cause-to-effect dynamics, but they allow to separate the information
according to the certification template.
The first step for a monitoring plan definition is to look at the already available counting technologies
and sensors. For example, the energy bills are a convenient way to follow the energy operation KPI’s as
well as the energy signature ones without any additional cost except for the data collection time. Some
buildings might also have ambient sensors for optimisation purposes. These are examples of exploitable
“free” monitoring services.
Then, the budget and needs for monitoring must be assessed. Most of the time, sensors are too
expensive for building owners or tenants, therefore their need must be motivated. The needs for precise
monitoring arise if one or more KPI is not behaving as expected and its behaviour cannot be trivially
explained. Expected behaviours are given by the energy certificate for the Energy consumption and
energy signature KPI’s and the European standards (En 16798-1) for Comfort/quality KPI’s.
When the needs are defined according to the budget, a list of installed and desired elements must be
described. This list should contain all the available information about the sensors or counters. More
precisely, each element should be described with at least: measured quantity/KPI, sensor type/brand,
measurement frequency, communication type, sensitivity and installation date. Any additional
information can be relevant and could benefit the analysis.
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Table 3: Example of a list of monitoring elements for the air quality and comfort
Probe’s
type

Number

Date
of
installation

Measured
data

Acquisition
frequency

Communication
mean

Sensitivity

Comment

Elsys ERS
CO2

12

22.12.2021

T, Rh, CO2,
Lum

15 min

LoRaWAN

unknown

Acquisition
frequency can be
modified

Elsys ELT2

6

22.12.2021

T, Rh, P,
movement

15 min

LoRaWAN

unknown

Same as above

Elsys VOC

8

22.12.2021

T ,Rh, Lum,
VOC level

15 min

LoRaWAN

unknown

Same as above

Class’Air2

6

8.11.21 to
22.12.21

T, Rh, P

10 min

Datalogger

unknown

Were picked on
22.12
when
dropping Elsys

For energy consumption counters, a counting diagram must be drawn. The diagram allows to
understand relations between counters, identify the missing information and allow for good data
analysis (see example on Figure 20).

Figure 20: Counting diagram example for the Cyprus case study. The counters are drawn in red on the electrical
diagram
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For the air quality and comfort sensors, a map of the building with their positions can be drawn (see
Figure 21). This helps identifying the considered zones and hypothesis when analysing the data.

Figure 21: Example of a floor map with sensors location for a Swiss case study

Generally, the objective of a monitoring diagram is to easily understand the components and the links
between each of them as well as the measured quantity. The final form taken by the diagram will
depend on the building’s characteristics and the already available drawings from the technicians or
others (see Figure 22).

Figure 22: Example of a monitoring design for a complex heating setup with different probes and counters

When the monitoring is well defined, it becomes clear to the analyst where the relevant information is
located and which sensor to analyse.
The following steps of the monitoring procedures are the data collection and analysis that should both
follow a standardised procedure and are not described in this work.
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5 Conclusions and Outlook
The presented solutions represent the status of the work done until now. We have defined an
inspection method that is extremely rigorous and precise but can allow for an adequate representation
of the building envelope and dynamic simulation. A description of each sheet is done in this document
so that users can understand the purpose of each table. With the outputs of the ongoing studies about
model simplifications, the inspection form will evolve to a simpler version, allowing only relevant
information to be collected and reducing the inspection work.
In a second part, a guideline for a monitoring plan definition is proposed. The guideline might also
evolve along with the project when facing various issues or improvement possibilities with the case
studies. The proposed guideline allows to carefully inspect the monitoring needs and list the installed
equipment. It also gives insight on how to facilitate the creation of monitoring diagrams.
Link to the Building inspection sheet
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